Recommended Books for Family Child Care

Contact the Child Care Information Center or your local public library to ask about borrowing books.


- Active Learning for Infants. 193 pgs
- Active Learning for Ones. 218 pgs
- Active Learning for Twos. 330 pgs
- Active Learning for Threes. 354 pgs
- Active Learning for Fours. 402 pgs
- Active Learning for Fives. 450 pgs
- Active Learning for Children with Disabilities. Pam Bailey. 150 pgs


400 fun, fast, easy-to-use, playful learning activities to enhance the growth and development of children from birth to five. The activities, developed to complement the Ages & Stages Questionnaires, are arranged by age and developmental area – communication, gross motor, fine motor, problem solving, and personal-social – and are perfect for sharing with parents.


An excellent resource whether you are bringing an infant into your family day care home for the first time or you have been caring for infants for years.


Easy-to-use assessment tool measures: qualifications and professional development, income and benefits, work environment, fiscal management, recordkeeping, risk management, provider-parent communication, community resources, marketing and public relations, provider as employer.

This comprehensive, self-instructional training program for family child care providers covers the 13 Functional Areas of the Child Development Associate (CDA) Competency Standards.

- **Volume 1** (386 pgs.) covers safe, healthy, learning environment, physical, cognitive, communication.
- **Volume 2** (425 pgs.) covers creative, self, social, guidance, families, program management, professionalism.


Explores the emotionally charged issue of love in family child care settings. Uses real-life stories to show how parents and providers can work together to meet the attachment needs of children and surround each child with love.


Describes components of the family child care work environment that enable providers to do their jobs well and continue on the job for a longer time. Many of these standards rely on a greater public investment, so the book is an educational and organizing tool as well as an assessment and planning tool.


This book tells how to organize a family child care support group, which is a small group of providers from the same local area who meet together, usually once a month, to socialize, share knowledge and experiences, help each other solve problems with children and parents, develop new leadership skills, and improve the quality of care in their community.


Shows how everyday routines and experiences are opportunities to build relationships and promote learning for children birth to 12. Helps providers be intentional about the activities they plan while still having the flexibility to respond to each child’s changing interests and abilities.

- **Volume 1**: The Foundation
- **Volume 2**: Routines and Experiences

LearningGames are printed on 68 laminated sheets.

Family child care providers show how everyday items such as PVC pipe, duct tape, nylon twine, and nuts and bolts can be used to create learning toys that draw on the imagination of children aged six months to six years.


A simple method for providers to evaluate the quality of their child care home on a 38-item scale covering space and furnishings, personal care routines, listening and talking, activities, interaction, program structure, parents and provider.


Colorful photographs of beautiful indoor and outdoor spaces illustrate low-cost tips for selecting items, organizing materials, designing learning zones, and creating a place that feels like a second home to the children in your care.


The author is a family child care provider and former center director. Using humor and empathy, he offers dozens of ways to cope with the stressors common among child care professionals.


Excellent advice on family child care business practices: selecting new clients and retaining valued clients, developing and using a thorough parent handbook, selecting an appropriate and manageable curriculum, creating work spaces in your home, and setting long-term personal and business goals.


An anti-bias, multicultural, diversity celebrating approach to family child care helps children appreciate each other’s differences, develop a sense of fairness, and learn to stand up for themselves and others. This book includes a resource guide to equity materials for young children.


The fun activities in this book use the HighScope active learning approach for children 2½ - 5.


http://www.nafcc.org/file/35a7fee9-1ccf-4557-89d4-973daf84a052

The NAFCC accreditation system's quality standards for family child care providers cover relationships, the environment, developmental learning activities, safety and health, and professional and business practices.


Creative and inclusive learning activities for family child care, arranged by age and developmental domain: physical and motor, cognitive, communication and language, social and emotional, and approaches to learning.

The value of family child care lies in making full use of the family home, not confining children to a small play room. But that may put a strain on family life. This book is filled with ways to create a balance between the family home and the child care home, to make the space work for the provider's own family, the children in care, and the provider herself.


Lots of ideas for activities that will enhance children's natural abilities to be creative, curious, and courteous, and thus give them a strong foundation for all future learning and enjoyment of life.


Practical information and advice to help you solve some of the most persistent problems in your work with children: difficult separations, children who lie or tattle, how to calm children, how to improve naptime, and much more.


Tips to simplify routines, organize your home, make your time with kids more fun, and make your family child care business run more smoothly.


This wonderful book focuses on the relationships in family child care, using stories and insights from a diverse group of Wisconsin providers to make the material come to life. It is also the textbook for the Village of Kindness videos and telecourse.


Family Child Care Tax Workbook and Organizer. Tom Copeland. Updated annually.